Dear [Hiring Manager's Name],

I am writing to express my interest in the [Internship Title] position at [Company Name], as advertised on [where you found the internship posting]. As a [Your
University/College] student majoring in [Your Major], I am eager to apply my academic knowledge in a practical setting and contribute to the work of your team.

Throughout my studies, I have developed a strong foundation in [mention relevant skills or knowledge gained from your degree]. I have completed coursework in [mention relevant courses or subjects] and participated in extracurricular activities such as [mention relevant activities or projects]. These experiences have equipped me with valuable skills in [mention specific skills relevant to the internship].

I am particularly interested in the opportunity to intern at [Company Name] because of its reputation for [mention positive attribute or quality of the company]. I am excited about the chance to gain hands-on experience in [mention a specific aspect of the internship] and learn from professionals in the field.

I am a motivated and enthusiastic individual with a strong work ethic and a willingness to learn. I am proficient in [mention relevant software or tools] and possess excellent communication skills, both written and verbal. I am confident that my skills and academic background make me a well-suited candidate for the [Internship Title] position.

I am available to start the internship [mention your availability] and am flexible regarding the duration and schedule. I am eager to contribute to the success of [Company Name] and am excited about the opportunity to grow and develop professionally through this internship experience.

Thank you for considering my application. I look forward to the possibility of discussing how I can contribute to the work of your team as an intern.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]